
Event Report

ONAM CELEBRATION – 07.09.2022

After a hiatus of two years due to the pandemic, this year, students welcomed Onam with all its
grandeur in SDNB VAISHNAV COLLEGE. Students and teachers arrived by wearing Kerala ethnic
wears like Kasavu sarees marking the arrival of Onam. The celebrations started with the setting up
of an attractive floral decoration (pookalam) by Srividhya and Mithra from Dept. Computer science
near the Krishna statue of our college campus as a  reminiscent of the agrarian past of Kerala, a
South Indian state.

Around 11:00 AM Students of all departments from both SFS stream and Aided stream were
gathered in the area between Golden jubilee and evening block to witness the amazing dance
performances performed by the groups of Dancers who have put in the efforts to exalt the
celebration’s vibes.

Two Group dance performances were presented by the Aided stream students  with so much
elegance and graceful moves for the Kerala musicals. The aura of celebration spiked up with their
dance performances. The dances were performed in the presence of our Vice principal
Dr.M.S.Lekha mam.

As a new way of making the celebrations much more exciting, a Mass dance was performed by
the SFS stream students with around 200 dancers of various departments for a mashup of
Malayalam songs. The dancers were led by Jaya Bharathi and Charumathi of Mcom CS
departments. The dance performance was so mesmerizing as it was the highlight of the day. The
whole campus enjoyed the performances with joy.

Our beloved principal DR.R.GEETHA mam and our Vice principals DR.C.VICTORIA PRISCILLA
and DR.MAHISHASURA MARDHINI were invited and they witnessed the day’s endeavors with
much delight.

The Onam Day celebration was so fabulous and the college reveled in its glory. The day’s events
were a grand success by the well-thought-out ideas and preparations of The Faculty and the
Students Union members .
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